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As a dedicated staffing industry professional, you may have set goals for 2015 – but have you considered how some of the recent 
developments within the industry may affect them? By being aware of this year's biggest staffing trends and resolving to do 
something about them, you’ll add value back to your business and truly make a name for your firm as 2015 gets into full gear.

TREND�NO�����THE�WAR�FOR�TALENT�IS�RAGING�
Resolution for 2015: Show the skills gap who’s boss. How? By building a stronger employment brand, paying employees a fair 
wage, creating training opportunities for your employees and promoting from within, investing in necessary job skills, and 
taking be�er advantage of candidate referrals. 

Did you know? 2 in 5 candidates see a skills gap in their particular industry, according to Inavero and CareerBuilder's 2014 Opportunities 
in Staffing Study. Despite this, many believe staffing firms can help overcome that gap. Thirty-seven percent of candidates are also 
noticing that the skills gap limits employment opportunities, and 33 percent recognize their skills are different than what is needed by 
most employers.

TREND�NO�����DEMOGRAPHIC�SHIFTS�ARE�CREATING�A�DIVERSE��MULTIGENERATIONAL�WORKFORCE��
Resolution for 2015: Find out what makes your workers tick – from the silent generation to the social natives.   
While it’s true you definitely shouldn’t brush with broad strokes when it comes to leading your workforce, recognizing that different 
generations may have different needs will help you be�er understand and lead them. Successfully lead your multigenerational 
workforce by respecting varying communication styles, foreseeing potential culture clashes and correctly interpreting your 
employees’ signals.

TREND�NO�����BUILDING�A�TALENT�PIPELINE�THAT�“RE-RECRUITS”�TALENTED�WORKERS�IS�ESSENTIAL�
Resolution for 2015: Capture more candidates and reduce drop-off by continually engaging your potential talent. The key to 
workforce planning is all about creating and nurturing a database of pre-qualified candidates so they’re ready to be contacted 
and called in to interview at any moment.  
An easy-to-find, branded talent network will help you capture and re-engage more candidates over a longer period of time, as it works 
behind the scenes to send members targeted job alerts when your new positions are posted. Did You Know? 65% of candidates are 
likely to accept a future staffing firm assignment.

TREND�NO�����SMILE��YOU’RE�ON�CAMERA�
Resolution for 2015: Amp up your employment brand. A whopping 91 percent of candidates have said a potential employer’s 
brand plays a big part in whether or not they apply to a job. 
Did you know? Two-thirds of staffing firm clients use social media to some extent for recruiting. A third of clients never use social 
media for recruiting purposes, and another 27% do so rarely (monthly or less). Knowing that about half of clients are regularly using 
social media creates the perfect window for staffing firms to persuade potential clients of the firm’s social media savvy and resulting 
success in recruiting. 

TREND�NO�����SMARTPHONES�ARE�EVERYWHERE�–�AND�CANDIDATES�EXPECT�A�MOBILE-FRIENDLY�
EXPERIENCE�
Resolution for 2015: Create and execute a mobile recruitment strategy. There’s no sense in fighting against the rising tide: 71 
percent of staffing firm candidates have searched for a job on a mobile site, and those statistics will only increase as we move 
into 2015. 
Did you know? Candidates aren’t the only ones using mobile. 65 % of clients correspond via text with someone from their staffing or 
recruiting firm and 44% review applications submi�ed by from their firm via their mobile device. Client smartphone ownership 
continues to grow in 2015, with now more than nine in ten having a smartphone. Clients are using all those smartphones to heavily 
interact with their staffing firms.

Visit www.OpportunitiesinStaffing.com for more findings from CareerBuilder's Opportunities in Staffing Study.


